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FACTORS INFLUENCTNG CURRENT FABRIC HOOD

PRODUCTION rN ESKTMO POTNT, NORTIIhIEST TERRTTORTES.

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to analyze the current

fabric hood production in Eskimo Point, Northwest Territories.
This analysis provided a comprehènsive data base to determine

if designs historically associated with other Arctic regions

were currently being worn in Eskimo Point. Explanations for

adoption of these designs were made.

Data were collected from archival and museum sourcest

and two months field research in Eskimo Point' in the spring

of 1987. The field research procedures used were

participation,/observation in hood and beadwork constructiont

and unstructured interviews with residents.

Quantitative and qualitative analysis of data revealed

traditionally styled Caribou Inuit male and female hoods

characteristic to the Eskimo Point area were v¡ornr âS well as

two amautik hoods conmon to the Eastern Arcticr and two

contemporary designed parka hoods. The designs historically
associated with Eskimo Point were not as popular with the

residents as were the design introduced from other areas.

Conversations with the Eskimo Point residents suggested

physical and social reasons for the diversity in designs.

Significant factors were; the ease of transportation and

communication of ideas and people; adoption of fabric to
traditional skin designsi personal motivation to be fashion-



able, the

selective

were aLso

features.

increased practicality of new designs and

adoption of non-Inuit culture. These factors

found to influence the adoption of other design
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The Arctic is one of the harshest environments in the

world. To survive the severe conditionsr the Canadian Inuit
utilized available resources and developed distinctivê forms

of fur clothing. All traditional Inuit clothing consisÈed of

several conmon components: bootsr slippers, pants, hooded

jacket and miÈtens.

The clothing designs varied in each Arctic region due

to available resources, environmental conditions, and locaI
sewing preferences. Variations in cut and decoration of key

design features, such as the hood, hemline and shoulders,

enabled one to identify the region and cultural group from

which the garment came.

The hood was one design feature which helped identify a

distinct society of Inuit at Eskimo Point (Birket-Smith 1929 |

118). The community was established in the early 1900s on

the west coast of Hudson Bay by an Inuit group caIIed

Paallirmiut- a subgroup of the Caribou Inuit. The female

parka had a long voluminous hood that feIl to below her but-
tocks when down and fell onto her shoulders when pulled up

over her head. The male parka was round with a sharp peak at
the back and was fitted closely to the head. Traditionally,
the hood design, in conjunction with other clothing design

and decoration variations helped identify the paaLrirmiut

from other Caribou Inuit societies and other Inuit groups in
ge.neraI.

Chapter 1 Introduction



Today' changes can be found in the paallirniut cloth-
ing. New technologies, social organizations and values

introduced to the community have artered their material and

social cuLture. The effects of these changes are reflected
through variat,ions in the paallirmiut clothing and clothing
needs

One significant change is the adoption of fabric to
traditional clothing designs. originallyr the paallirniut
used caribou skins which in conjunction with the design,
provided ptotection from the harsh Arctic erements. Hudson

Bay sroop Journals document the introduction of fabric to
the Arctic region as a trade iten in the early 1700s in
exchange for furs and sea mammal products. Early photographs

taken in the area indicate fabric was being used to construct
an entire garment by the early 1900s (public Archives of
Canada, Donald B. Marsh Collection, *I978-39).

Another significant change to paallirmiut clothing is
the adoption of design features characteristic to other
Arctic regions and rnuit communities. Although regional
variations have persisted in skin clothing, traditional
clothing designs of fabric have been strongly influenced by

the diffusion of regionally specific clothing design features.
According to Driscoll (1981, 148) design features such as the
hood, historically associated with other Arctic regions, have

been introduced and adopted by the paallirmiut of Eskimo

Point due to increased transportation and communication of
people and ideas.



By observing these changes through an analysis of

current fabric hood production in Eskimo Pointr a better

understanding of changes to Inuit culture can be made.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study is to analyze the present day

fabric hood designs worn by InuiÈ in Eskimo Point, Northwest

Territories. A secondary purpose is to determine if hood

designs historically associated with other Arctic regions are

currently being v¡orn in Eskimo Point. Explanations for the

adoption of these styles will be sought.

The documentation of hood designs will be of value to

cultural anthropologists, northern historians, clothing and

textiles researchers and educators, as well as to the Inuit.

I.2 JUSTIFICATIONS

Northern scholars clearly state the need to document

Inuit culture. Hughes, in his contribution to the Handbook

of the North American Indians. discusses the need for new and

diverse studies on Inuit culture to rectify the simplified
image of the Inuit formed by early researchers and limited
research (Hughes 1984, 23). Arima ( 1984, 462) points to the

lack of ethnographic knowledge on many areas of the Caribou

Inuit culture, including their clothing. In her preliminary

study on Inuit clothing, Driscoll (1981, l-25) noted the Lack

of documentatíon of clothing and pointed out the need to
identify and document the specific clothing design elements

for each region. To dater Do systematic documentation of this



sort has been made. Oakesr recently completed research on

variations of traditional skin clothing between several

Arctic regions, which will begin to close the gap in this
area of research.

With recent changes affecting the Inuitrs environment

due to the introduction of Southern culturer ethnological

studies have grown to include how these changes have

influenced Inuit culture. To dater Do comprehensive study

on the changes in Inuit clothing have been completed. Cur-

rent research on traditional clothing, indicate new cloth-
ing preferences and the adoption of a variety of regionally
specific designs (Driscoll 1981, 150; Oakes 1988). By

documenting current hood production in one Arctic cornmunity,

this study will provide a comprehensive documentation of

current fabric usage in the Arctic and a data base for future
analysis of the diffusion of regionally specific clothing

design elements.

Fabric garments have been chosen for this study because

of the lack of information in this area. The majority of

literature on Inuit clothing focuses on skin clothing. In

their studies, researchers such as Hatt (1969) r Driscoll
(1981) and Oakes (1985, 1988) refer briefly to fabric usage

in the Arctic. The growing adaptation of cloth to Inuit
designs makes the study of Inuit fabric clothing significant.
In her 1988 studyr Oakes suggests additional research is
required to determine factors stimulating fabric fashions in
an Arctic community.

4



The hood has been chosen for this study for three reasons.

Firstly¡ the hood was and stilt is an irnportant component of

the parka. The parka form was consistant across the Arctic,
but the hood was one of the design features altered with each

region possibly to help identify a cultural group as a
separate and unique entity. Its adoption by a member com-

municated conformity and acceptance of the grouprs values

and norms (Sproles 1979t 9¡ Oakes 1988). The hood served an

expressive function in Inuit clothing.
Secondly, the hood is a design feature commonly found

across the Arctic and is one of the design features exchanged

between Inuit communities (Oakes 1988). These

characteristics facilitate analysis of regional diffusion of
hood design variations.

Thirdly¡ the hood is one of the most intriguing aspects

of the male and fernale Paallirmiut apparel. The distinct and

seemingly impractical designs, constructionr ênd decoration

that make them unique to the Paallirmiut, pose questions as

to their functions. Driscoll (1981, 68) states that their
uniqueness helped an Inuk identify with his cultural group.

In her research on lglulik Inuit, pharand (1g74, 36) states
that the designs serve a protective function by hording yrarm

air around the face. Oakes (1988) suggests the design is in
part, a result of fashion. To date, the questions surrounding

the purpose of the hoodrs designs have not been answered

conclusively and they warrant study.



1.3 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS

nEskimon (or "Esquimauxnr as spelt in early usage) has

traditionally been used by Southerners to describe Arctic
natives. Over timer the termrs original meaning has been

lost and has incorrectly come to mean "eaters of raw meat"

(Damas 1984, 7). At the Inuit Circumpolar Conference of

1977, the term "Inuit" neaning "person or peopletrr htâs

officially adopted as designation for all Eskimo ' and in an

attempt to unify all Arctic natives.

Not all native populations have adopted this term.

Designations such as "Inupiat" and "Yupik' are conmon terms

of self-reference used in the !{estern Arctic (Damas ]-984t 4l

7). Eskimo Point residents have adopted the current termt

and for this reason the term nlnuit" will be used in this
study when referring to Canadian Arctic natives. The word

"Eskimon has been used in the literature review so as to

remain consistent with anthropological and historical
literature, for example nPaleo-Eskimo'.

The Inuit languager written or oralr vâries between

Inuit cultural groups. To keep Inuit terms and their
definitions consisÈent, English translations describing Inuit
costume have been used in this study. This usage does not

Iessen the significance of the Inuttitut language. In the

Inuit-Inupiaq dialect used by the Paallirniut, terms for
clothing and their English translations have been recorded in
a glossary. See Appendix 1.

Throughout this thesis the tern "traditional Paallirmiut



designn has been used. IÈ is difficult to define what is
truely ntraditionaln Paallirmiut clothing. Like Southern

clothing fashionsr skin clothing evolved wiÈh time as a

result of changing socialr êcoromic and physical environments

in which the clothing was worn (Sprotes 1979¡ .9¡ Oakes 1988).

fn this study, the comprehensive. documentation of styles vJorn

by the Paallirniut in the early 1900s' by Birket-Smith

(1929), Rasmussen (1930) and Batt (1969) will define

"traditional PaalLirniut designn. References to early museum

samples for confirmation of documentation will also be made.

fn this studyr 'hood' refers to any head covering that

is attached to the garment. To facilitate description of

hood types, different parts of the hood have been identified
and labelled. See figure '1.
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2.L HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The Central Arctic was first occupied by the Pa1eo-

Eskimos. Eistorians have divided this group into two sub-

groups: Pre-DorseL and Dorset Eskimo. The Pre-Dorset

Eskimors arrival in 2000 B.C. coincided with a warming trend

which allowed an increase in fauna and flora to a higher

level than found today. These conditions enabled them to

spread quickly along the northern coastr ês far east as

Hudson Bay St,rait and as far south as Churchill area. Marine

subsistence patt,erns developed with limited seasonal hunting

for caribou and musk-ox in the interior (Taylor 19761 105;

IvlcGhee I976, 113).

The Dorset Culture replaced the Pre-Dorset culÈure by

500 B.C., and continued until 1300 A.D. No significant
changes occurred between these two cultures in terms of

demography, economic adaptations or general way of 1ife. It
has been suggested this indicated the Dorset culture was

simply an evolutionary step in the development of early Inuit
culture (Taylor I976, 106).

By 900 A.D. the Neo-Eskimo culture had begun to replace

the Dorset culÈure in Alaska. Marine oriented hunting tech-

nology, including the use of skin boats and harpoonsr Vrês

introduced. By 1100 A.D. whaling techniques vJere used,

signifying the arrival of the Thule culture. Travelling east

from Alaska, this marine oriented cuLture diffused along the

Canadian northwest into GreenLand. Advanced whaling tech-

9
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niques, domestication of dogsr âDd seal hunting were examples

of Lhe ThuIe Eskimosr superior adaptation to the Arctic. This

advanced technology in conjunction with another warming trend

helped the rapid spread of this group and established it as a

sophisticated and rich culture (I{cGhee Lg76, 114; Taylor l-g76

108).

The Canadian Inuit culture evolved from the Thule cul

ture by 1750 A.D. Several factors infringed on the Thule

Eskimos I marine oriented subsistence patterns and influenced

the transition to todayrs ancestors. They v¡ere; a cooling

trend producing reduced seasons of open wateri a decrease in
depth of sea passagesi and an increase in foreign whalers.

The Caribou Inuit vrere first mentioned as a population

separate fron other Inuit in anthropological literature by

Boas in 1888. Little interest. in then was generated until
1922 with the findings of the Fifth Thule Expedition (Birket-

Smith 1929). Since this study, anthropologists and historians
have debated the Caribou Inuitrs biological and cultural
origins. AnthropologisÈ E. Burch has recently put forth a

theory in an atternpt to resolve this controversy (Burch L978,

1986).

Thought to be of Thule Inuit descent, Burch suggests to-
dayts Caribou fnuit anscestors moved from the Central Arctic
to the west coast of Hudson Bay in approxirnately 1690 (Burch

1986' 110). There¡ they either nerged with or replaced any

preexisting population and became what Burch ca1ls, the
rFounder Societytr (1986, 110-112).

10
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settled along the coast and a few kilometers inland between

what is now known as Eskimo Point and Rankin Inlet.
The first European contact with the Caribou Inuit or

nFounder Society" was made by David Vaughan in 1718, while
trying to find the Northwest passage. Ketsey and Eancock in
1719 were the next visitors to the area. They initiated
trade relations between the Inuit and the Eudsonrs Bay

Company. Sea mammal productsr câribou skins and baleen tÍere

exchanged by the Inuit for knives, beads, needles, tobacco

and, after 1770, guns. Early trade was conducted from sloops

sent north from what is now known as Churchill, during the

summer nonths.

By 1790, the society entered the nExpansion period"

(Burch 1986, 112-114). The sloops stopped their journeys

north after 1790, forcing the fnuit into Fort Churchill to
trade. Reluctant to take the long journey southr the north-
ern Caribou Inuit began travelling further north, relying
less on trade and more on hunting. The southern Caribou

fnuit concentrated on trade with Fort Churchill. By l:82Ol

two distinct groups had formed and they had expanded into the

interior. This geographical expansion was facilitated due to
the relocation of the threatening chipewyan population from

the interior, the decrease of coastal caribou used for food,

the adoption of new culturaL advancements (for exampler the

adoption of the dog sleigh) and a population increase.

By 1880r yrhat Burch had labelled the "C1assic period" had

begun (1986, 114-L28). The two groups had further subdivided

11



into five societies: llarvaqtuurmiut, Qairnirmiutr
Haunqtuurmiut, Paallirmiut and Ahaiarmiut. At this tine they

had all developed sole rel-iance on the caribou, hence their
name. With this heavy reliance on the caribou, the Inuit had

changed from a diverse to a specialized economyr which

contributed to their future decline.

The 1900s saw the rDenoument" of the "C1assic Period"

(Burch 1986, 128-131). A heavy decrease in caribou in 1915

introduced ten years of fanine. The Caribou Inuit population

v¡as reduced from 11500 in 1915 to 500 in ]-925 (Burch 1986,

I29). A broken will¡ migration of many of their members to

areas less afflicted by the faminer and erosion of their
specialized economy contributed to the collapse of the Caribou

Inuit culture.
By 1950r public concern over the Caribou Inuitrs

condition forced the Canadian government to act. To facilitate
care of the Inuit, and keep costs at a minimum, centralization
policies were introduced. Between 1956 and 1960 the govern-

ment relocated inland and coastaL Caribou Inuit to easily
accessible locations along the west coast of the Hudson Bay;

Chesterfield fnlet, Rankin fnlet, I{hale Cove, Baker Lake and

Eskimo Point (Burch 1986r 130).

The area now known as Eskimo Point had previously been

occupied by the Paallirmuit Inuit during the spring and

summer months. In 1927 a permanent Hudsonrs Bay trading post

vras opened and Eskimo Point has since grov¡n in population.

The increase in services offeredr the government central-

I2



ization policy, abundance of fox from the coast used in

trade, and the decrease in the size of caribou herds has

influenced rnigration into Eskino Point in the last forty
years (Vanstone 1960, 14; Brody 1975, 166-191). The 1987

population figures count approxinately thirteen hundred

residents (fifty of those being non-Inuit). The majority of

the population consists of Paa]lirmiut and Ahaiarniut Caribou

Inuit (Vanstone 1960, :.-4; Arina 1984 t44'7). Approximately 70

percent are under the age of fifteen (Barbara Jorgenson,

pers. cornm. 1987 ) .

lfith this population increaser economic expansion has

followed. Today Eskimo Point has grown to include; Royal

Canadian Mounted Police detachmentr hotelr nursing stationt
community hallr several churches and storesr primary and

secondary schoolsr volunteer fire departmentr Inuit Culture

Institute, airstrip offering several daily flights north and

south, a telephone system, and television and radio services

which broadcast both southern and northern stations.

fn 1977 r Eskimo Point assumed the 1egal status of

Hamlet. Through elected representativesr the HanLet Council

has jurisdictional power and responsibilities of proposing

and adrnínistering its own budget' and enacting and enforcing

its own bylaws.

Today, subsistence patterns have shifted from hunting

to trappirgr trading and wage labour. Fulltime employment

f.or the communityrs rapidly growing population is unlikely.
As of 1977, 26 percent of the population was unemployed'

four times the national averager and the average income was

13



only ç2r2I2-ç2t673 (Makale et al 1980, 21. These statistics
have l"ead to concern over Eskirno Pointrs economic prospects

and future potentials for its large youth population. The

community is currently attempting to develop cottage indus-

tries in arts and crafts, and to tap the tourist trade with
its scenic locality (Maka1e et al 1980, 2). By 1987,

decentralization of the Northwest Territory Government will
have begun. The transfer of several departments to Eskimo

Point pronises increased employment opportunities.

2.2

A large area of the interior Arctic has become known as

the Barren Grounds, with a topography, faunar flora and

climate unique to the Arctic. Boundaries enclosing this
region are Èhe west coast of the Hudson Bay to the east; the

northern coastline to the north;; the ttlackenzie De1ta to the

west; and the treeline to the south (Birket-Smith 1940, 8).
See figure 2.

Eskimo Point is located on the west coast of the Eudson

Bay, approximately 264 kn north of Churchill. The settlement

is located on a low lying triangular projection of land ex-

tending into the Bay.

On the coast, the sandy and flat tundra of the interior
is replaced by a coarser soil with boulders and clay. Be-

neath this, continuous permafrost extends 30 m down. promi-

nent topographical features include three eskers originating
on the mainland and extending down the peninsula. A large

PHYSTCAT GEOGRAPHY
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Figure 2.
Map of Canada, showing location of
Barren Grounds (lightly shaded), Caribou
Inuit (darkly shaded) and Eskimo Point.
Burch 1978t 2.

plane extends west of these hilts into the interior. One-

third of the area is covered with shallow lakes and ponds

creating drainage problems for the settlement.

The average climate is approximately one degree lower

than the interior. Daily average temperatures are 10C in
August and -32C in February (Environment Canada 1982, 14).

Hudson Bay ice begins to clear by early Ju1y, but drift ice
from Foxe channel, Fury and Hecla strait captured in the Bay

ensures ice throughout the sunmer. This creates an icebox ef-
fect and unique heavy fogs in the summer. rnland lakes and

rivers begin thawing one month earlier in June. By November,

oueBEc i --/ ---.\-.¡-- {':
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seawater ice has reformed (Birket-Smith 1933 | 74-76).

The annual average precipitation for Eskimo Point area

is less then 31 cm with an annual average of 63.5 cm snowfall

and 19 cm rainfall. Snowfall begins in October with peak

precipitation in Novenber. By May, rain and warm winds have

begun to nelt the vast accumulation (Birket-Snith 1933, 70-

73) .

Due to the flat and barren landscape, strong winds are

characÈeristic to this area. They persist for two-thirds of

the year' declining slightly in the short sunmer, and peaking

in September with 60 m per hr speeds (Environment Canada 19821

16). These gales pack the snow allowing for easy travel
across the tundra in the winterr either by foot or sled.

Flora in Eskino Point is simÍIar to that found in the

Barren Grounds. The short sunmer produces quick growing

specimens and the winds and soil type limits their growth.

Dwarf birch, spruce and willow, mosses and lichens are common

to the area. A wide variety of wild flowers can also be

found.

Fauna is varied at Eskimo Point with the coast and sea-

water providing a wide variet,y of species. Arctic fox (Canis

lagopus), ArctÍc hare (Lepus arcticus), marmot (Spermophilus

parryi) r lernming (Dicrostonyx rubicatus), willow grouse

(Lagopus salicetis), loon (Colymbus septentrionales), and

snow geese (Anser hypeerboreus) are conmon to the area

(Birket-Smith 1933, 86). Inland fron Eskimo Point,

approximately 300 km, is a caribou route frequented by bands

16



of the Kannuriak herd (Scullion 1981, 38). Caribou migration

to the north begins in April and the ret,urn to the southern

treeline is completed by November. Foals are dropped in May

and June enroute to the north.

Marine mammals are less prevalent and less inportant to
Caribou Inuit lifestyle. Ringed seal (Phoca foetida),
bearded seal .(Erignathus barbatos), walrus (Trichechus

rosmaries) are numerous off the Hudson Bay coast. lfore popular

are the many freshwater fish from the local lakes and rivers.
They include trout (Coregoniest and Thymallus genera), pike

(Esox lucuis) and arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) (Birket-

Smith 1933, 86).

2.3 CARIBOU TNUTT CULTURE

Rasmussen (1930) from the Fifth ThuLe Expedition, have become

the major ethnographic account of the Caribou Inuit culture.
Although some aspects of both works are outdatedr the

descriptions and documentation of the Caribou fnuit societies

are invaluable. It is upon these works, in conjunct,ion with
more recent studies by researchers such as Burch (1978,

1986) that this section is based.

The eighteenth century Caribou Inuit nunbeied between

250 and 450 people. Separate units or osocieties' derived

from the Founder Society could be identified after 1880

(Burch 1986, 1]5-116). During the Thule Expedition of Ig21-

24, Birket-Smith identified four: Harvaqtuurmiutr Qairnirmiut,

Together, the works by Birket-Smith (1929) and
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Hauniqtuurmiut, and Paallirmiut (1940, 8). A fifth society,
the Ahiarmiut was identified by Gabus in I944r âs cited by

Arima (1984 | 447). All five societies were based on

territorial occupation by family kinships, each with a common

dialect and culture (Mauss 1950 | 27-28; Burch 1986, 116).

Originally, the Earvaqtuurmiut occupied an area from the

sea coastr between Chesterfield Inlet and Rankin fnlet, into
the Baker Lake area. The Qairnirmiut occupied the coastal

area south of the Harvaqtuurmiut, around !{ilson and Ferguson

Rivers and the Hauniqtuurmiut inhabited the area west of the

Qairnirmiut, along the lower Kazan river, below Yathkyed Lake

and extending inland to Beverly Lake and the lower Dubawnt,

River. The Paallirmiut were the farthest south occupying the

area between the timberline north to the Hauniqtuurmiut and

Harvaqt.uurmiut territories (Birket-Smith 1940, 8). The

Ahiarrniut occupied an area to the southwest of these four

groupsr on the upper Maguse and Kazan River (Arima 1984,

447). See figure 3.

Todayr culturaL and territorial boundaries have become

less distinct and menbers of the different cultural units

mingle more freely (Damas 1971, 191; Burch 1986, 131).

The sinilarities between the five societyrs cultures

were more numerous than their differences, and much of the

Literature on the Caribou Inuit does not distinguish between

them. For this reason, the Caribou Inuit culture as a whole

will be discussed in this section.
By the late 1800sr during the "C1assical Period", the
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caribou rnuit developed a culture unique fiom other rnuit
groups (Birket-Smith 1929, 42) . Unlike the majority of Inuit
cultures, they had limited traditions or folklore concerning
marine subsistence patterns or sea manmars. rnstead their
culture focused on the Barren Ground caribou. 'The caribou
(was) the pivot round which rife turn (ed) . n (Birket-smith
1929, 9) . From this animal the caribou rnuit developed their
social organizationr and obtained the food, shelter, clothing

Figure 3.
Caribou fnuit Territories, 1890

Burch 1986,109

and tools that allowed thern to inhabit
The prevalence of caribou on the

with the annual cycIe. During the year
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north and in the faII they return to the south¡ emptying the

interior of game for the winter. In order to take advantage

of the vast yet transient food supply a semi nomadic life-
style and a system of preparing and caching surplus food was

adopted. In the winter, extended farnily units travelled

within a fixed radius, moving only when the hunting was bad.

Stores of food for less plentiful tines were accumulated. In

the early spring the abundant food supply allowed these small

groups to aggregate and form settlements of twenty-five to

one hundred individuals. The Paallirniut' Qairnirmiut and

Hauniqtuurmiut travelled to the coastal arear while the

Ahaiarmiut and Harvaqtuurmiut remained inland.

The family units within these camps v¡ere interrelated

through marital or blood ties (Birket-Smith 1929' 83; Burch

1986, 116). As Damas observed in his contribution to People

of the Liqht and Dark. nkinship formed the basis for much

personal interaction and established strong emotional bonds

within the camps.n (1971r 116).

The extended family formed the basic socio-economic unit

in the Caribou Inuit society. Each unit could range in size

from a small nuclear family to a large extended family

numbering twenty-five (BirkeL-Smith 1929, 7L) . The family

v¡as very important to the Inuit. Survival depended on co-

operation and sÈrong relationships between members (Birket-

Smith 1929 | 260) .

Division of labour was determined by sex. The nale pro-

vided the food for the familyr while the fenale established
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the camp, prepared the food and clothing and cared for the

children (Birket-Smith L929, 257 ). The children were usual-

1y welcome arrivals to the fanily. They provided affection

as well as ensured security for their parentrs old age.

Infanticide or adoption int,o other families were acceptable

practices only in periods of hardship. The children prepared

for adulthood by partaking in daily choresr play and

observation of parents.

I¡lithin each family' a hierarchial system was developed

based on age and generation. rn generalr the oldest had au-

thority over the younger. The highest position in this
hierarchy was held by the nihumataq" or chief (Birket-Smith

L929 | 258) . Wisdom acquired through age and experience

qualified him for the responsibilities of leadership. The

ihumataq wielded the power to make decisions for his family'
but his authority did not extend outside of this family unit.

The Caribou Inuit believed in spirits called 'rHilan and

"Pingar (Rassmussen 1930, 48-51). These spirits determined

and monitored Inuit actions. Arnong each group of people in

an area, there was likely to be a shaman, an individual in
contact with the world of the supernatural. In turn, he was

in control of the health and well-being of the Inuit. Free

floating spirits of good and evil nere manipulated by the

shaman through amulets and taboos to determine and control

the fate of the group or individual.
The najority of the Caribou Inuitrs diet consisted of

caribou meat (Jenness 1928, I52) . !Íhen abundant in the sum-
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merr feasts of raw, cooked, dried, frozen and boiled caribou

were conmon. All parts were eaten, including the leg which

which contained the favoured marrow. Fish and fowl supple-

mented this diet. rn the winter, dried fish and caribou meat

caught and prepared in the sunmer were consumed.

Traditional Caribou Inuit.technology and hunting tools
were constructed from specific parts of the caribou. Tools

such as hooks, arrowheads, and needles used various bone

pieces. Unique to the Caribou Inuit was the use of caribou

fat for lanp fuel with cariobu moss for a wick. A smal1

flame with limited warmth resutted (Birket-Smith 1929, B8).

The nost visible contribution from the caribou is the

clothing. Ar1 garment pieces were const.ructed from caribou

skins' and will be discussed in greater detail in the follow-
ing section; 2.4.

Living accomodations also utilized the caribou. During

the spring, caribou skin tents v¡ere used. Bones fron the

animal helped give it a conical shape and give support to the

skin walls. fn the winter, igloos were constructed from

blocks of snow compact,ed by the strong Barren Ground winds.

with the advent of non-rnuit and their technology into
the Arctic the traditional Caribou Inuit lifestyle has

changed. The caribou, although still important, is no ]onger

the pivotal point in their culture. crothirg, toors¡ hunting

equipment and shelter needs formerly net by the caribou are

now fulfilled by non-rnuit technology. Arthough caribou meat

is still considered to be the only rreal food"r the Caribou
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Inuit diet is now supplemented by southern foods (Brody J9751

130).

The nost significant change has been the gathering of

people into permanent, settlements (Graburn 1969, 2I9). This

This movement takes place in t,wo stages; first, residency in
the settlement is for the winter.only; and second, Inuit
residency is year round. In Eskimo Point the najority of

Inuit have reached the second stage and are permanent

residents, taking short hunting trips into the interior each

spr ing.

The pernanent settlernents are still based on kinship

ties and the basic social economic unit is still the

extended familty. But ease of travel and the increased

reliance on southern goods has introduced members of dif-
ferent culturaL groups to the settlements. Thus, accord-

ing to Damas, Arctic communities are now comprised of a

'... formless gathering of people and (do not) constitute
actual societies held together by internal organization.'
(1971' lL8). It has been suggested that this has reduced

the sense of solidarity and close emotional ties formerly

felt by these groups. The group identity is now centered on

the settlement post and not with the social unit (Damas I97l-,

Il-.7¡ Burch 1986' 131).

The increased involvement in non-Inuit structured and

economic-focused society through wage labour and use of goods

and services has promoted an incipient class structured Inuit
socíety. Divisions based on an Inukrs education level, in-
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come levelr reliance on land or non-fnuit for subsistence, or

employment status have altered whaÈ was basically an egali-
tarian Inuit society (Graburn 1969 | 227 i Damas 1971, 118).

2.4 PAALLIRIT{IT]T CLOTHING

2.4 .l Design

Despite the large area inhabited by the fnuitr several

conmon clothing components worn in the past can be identified
across the arctic. Skins of animals indigenous to specific

areas were used to make up the basic Inuit outfit,. hooded

jacket, pants, bootsr slippers, stockings and mitts.
Traditionally¡ design features of the basic outfit

varied with each cornmunity according to regional differences

in available resources, environmental conditions and local
preferences (Drisco1l 1981, 65). The cut and appearance of a

garment indicated an Inukrs native community.

Despite similarities in the form, material, and

decoration of Caribou Inuit clothing in general, differences

in design and decoration detail helped distinguish the five
societies. For instancer Birket-Smith (1929t 200) stated

the least intricate clothing designs and ornamentation

systems erere among the Paallirmiut. This section will focus

on the Paallirmiut clothing only.

The Paallirmiut used, and sti1l use, caribou skins for
their traditional clothing designs. The skinrs physical

properties made it a valuabJe clothing feature in the

Arctic. Air-filled celIs in each hair made it an excellent
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insulator with little heat conductive pov¡er. It was also soft
and light weight making it comfortable for the wearer.

The fur clothing consisted of two layers; an inner layer
("atigi") in which the fur Iay against the body; and an outer

layer (trqullitaqn) in which the fur faced away from the body.

The trapped air between the layers provided added insulation
for the wearer. Both layers were worn in the winter and the

inner layer $¡as worn alone during the spring and summer.

Design and cut of both layers was identical.
Both men and women v¡ore the hooded jacketr êDd in

principle and cut they vrere similarr but in form they varied

according to sex. The female Paallirniut jacket or 'amautik"
front (nsaa') and back ("tunu") consisted of one skin each,

joined at the sides. The front extended over the shoulders,

and joined the back skin across the shoulder blades. See

figure 4.

Four main design features helped distinguish the amautik.

A pouch ("amaut") y¡as incorporated below the motherrs hood

in which a child was carried from birth to approximately

three years of age. A leather thong strapped under the child
and tied to a loop at the neck of the amautik provided

additional support. A pouch was visible regardless if the

vJoman had children or yJas married.

Wide extended shoulders that felI over the arm to the

elbow v¡ere found on the Paallirmiut amautik. This feature

facilitated care of the child without removing the garment

and enabled the woman to puI} in her arms close to her body
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Amautik Front
(hood down)

Amautik Back
(hood down)

Amautik Front
(hood up)

Fig. 4

Paallirmiut Amautik

Amautik Back
(hood up)
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to preserve body heat.

(nkiniq" and "akuqn respectively) nere used as convenient

aprons or blankets. The front panel reached to the knees and

formed a round narrow point. The back panel reached to the

ankles with slight,ly curved, squarish corners. Arnong the

Paallirmiut the back panel was broader and more square than

the other Caribou Inuit societies (Birket-Smith ]-929, 2741.

The Paallirmiut amautik hood ('nasaqn) was very long and

voluminous falling sideways onto the womanrs shoulder when

pulled up over the head and reaching below her buttocks when

down. Of the five Caribou Inuit societies the hood attained

its widest dimensions among the Paallirmiut. There was a

short, curved opening for the face through which the child in
the pouch could be seen.

A review of literature and museum sources show a varie-
ty in hood patterns, despite similiarities in their shapes.

According to Hatt (1960) and Birket-Smith (1929) the hood

was cut separately from the amautik and a double hood root or

a simple seam at the neck attached it to the jacket. Center

front and back seams connected the hoodrs two main pieces and

an additional ovaL piece of various sizesr wâs placed in the

center back seam. A snal1 gusset at the hoodrs opening

completed the pattern. See figure 5. Several museum pieces

documented variations in this design (ùluseum of Man and

Nature, Donald B. Marsh Collection). In several samples the

size of the oval insert v¡as very large¡ making up the entire

Extended panels at the front and back of the anautik
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Paallirmiut Anautik Hood
Pattern
Birket-S¡nith L929, 216

Eood Front

Paallirmiut Amautik Hood
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back of the hood. See figure 6. In several cases, the back

of the hood consisted of many small pieces of skin sewn to-
gether creating a jig-saw effect. In the museum samples the

double hood yoke was fequently replaced by a simple neck seam

and the gusset at the hoodts opening was not observed.

Jill Oakes states these variations are due to incon-

sistencies in skin sizes used in garment constructionr which

forced the seamstress to make adjustments to the pattern
(1988). Personal preference of the seamstress also produced

varieties in the hood pattern.

It should also be notedr the museum samples analyzed

were approximately ten years older than the samples documented

by Birket-Smith and Hatt. The differences in patt,erns may

be a result of fashion evolution or influences from

different Inuit communities (Oakes 1988). Both Oakes and

Driscoll point out Inuit clothing designs were not stagnate,

but evolved and changed with time and new environmental

factor s.

The malers jacket or nparka' was less distinctive in its
appearance than the amautik. ft was characterized by its
loose fit, economical cut and limited decoration. These

features resulted in a consistency of description by

literature and museum sources. The front and back consisted

of one skin each sewn down the sides. The largest skins were

used in construction to reduce the number of seamsr which

allowed air in through the needle holes. It was made loose

enough to permit circulation of body heat yet long enough to
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Fig. 6

Museum Samples of Paallirmiut
Amautik Hood
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prevent cold draughts enterin the parka. See figure -1.

Slits ran up both sides to the waist. creating two flaps.
The front one reached to rnid-thighs and the back flap
extended a little longer. The slits facilitated the manrs

movements. The hem was cut straight across with heavy

fringing added to serve three purposes; 1) to decorate,

2) to keep the skin edges from rollirg, 3) and to trap air
to provide added insulation when braided together (Manning &

Itlanning 1944, 162). The Paallirmiut frequently added f ringe

along the slits only and frequently not at all on the amautik.

Birket-Snith suggested this was because the Paallirniut were

unskilled with the needle (1929, 201) .

Sleeves were attached with a simple dropped seamline ap-

proximately 10 cm below the shoulder to reduce stress. A

belt l¡as worn to hoLd the parka against the body during

periods of extreme cold.

The nost efficient method of attachment of a hood to a

garment was sought to provide maximum protection from the

elements. One conmon method used by the Paallirmiut document-

ed by Hatt (1969), Birket-Snith (1929) and museum sources

(Donald B. Marsh Collection) yras to have the skin of the back

of the back of the parka form the back of the hood,

eliminating a seam at the neck. Another piece of skin was

eased into the back of the hood to complete the shape. It
was sevln to the front skin with a simple seamline and without

hood yokes that were conmon to ot,her fnuit cultural groups.

Small gathers at the top of the hood and along the front neck-
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line added fullness. A short dart from the centre of the

hoodrs brim helped create a round form fitting hood. Several

darts at the top of the hood at the back helped create a

rounded peak (fig. 8). A curved opening around the face

provided a snug fit and a drawstring was used to close the

hood.

2.4.2 Clothing Function

The Central Arctic Inuit dress, in particular the malers,

vras the warmest and most practical of all Arctic Inuit
(Birket-Smith 1929, 9) . The protective quality of the

Paallirmiut clothing is evident. But are the distínguishing

design features of the male and female Paallirmiut clothing

strictly for protective purposes?

According to Roach and Bubo1z-Eicher (1965, 6-7), cloth-
ing serves two functions. The first is an instrumental

function, which involves the rational use of dress in a goal

directed behaviour. fn the Arcticr traditional skin clothing

hras worn by most Canadian Inuit for protection against the

harsh elements. *fr" types of skins used, the designsr and

the construction techniques combined to create clothing

ideally suited to the snow, winds and harsh temperatures.

Roach and Bubolz-Eicher also state that clothing serves

an expressive function. Garments can be used Èo communicate

an individualrs or grouprs social affiliations, values or role

in society. fn her 1981 study, Driscoll claimed that the

regional variations of clothing design features established

an Inukrs identity with the culutural group to which he be'
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longed as well as the role he played in his cornmunity (1981,

68). Adopting Paallirmiut clothing became a means of

indicating a means of expressing an fnukrs affiliation to
his society. The Paallirmiut parka also reflected the malers

role as hunter as its specialized design and construction

enabled him to move easily and withstand the cold for long

periods of time while hunting. The paallirniut amautik rep-
resented the femalers maternal role through the design

characteristics incorporated in her garment to facilitate
care of the child (DriscoL1 1981, 68).

2.4.3 Contemporary Clothing

tittle research has been conducted on contemporary

fnuit clothing anywhere in the Arctic. In their studies on

skin clothíng, researchers such as DriscoLl (1981) and Oakes

(1985' 1988) focused on traditional clothing and mentioned only

briefly current styles. The growing influence of non-rnuit in
the Arctic have produced significant changes in clothing
designs (DriscoLI 1981, 148).

The most obvious development is the adoption of south-

ern-style clothing. llass produced jeans, shirtsr jackets,

boots and other clothing forms are now cornmonly found (Oakes

1985, 14). They may be worn in conjunction with traditional
skin clothing.

Traditional forms of Inuit clothing components, are

still popular and they continue to be made in two layers
(Driscol1 1981r150). Today¡ nanufactured fabrics are common-

ly used instead of caribou skins. According to Driscorr (1981,
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150) and Ewing (1986, 19), duffel or melton are used for the

inner layer and calico, canvas or a waterproof material make

up the outer Iayer. See Appendix 2. A wide variety of

amautik and parka colours can be found.

Eudson's Bay Archives document the introduction of fabric
into the Eskimo Point area as early as the niddle of the

18th century (Hudson Bay Archives¡ Sloop Journal , B42a 261.

Sources do not document how this fabric was used. Photograph

sources first document traditional designs constructed of

fabric in the early 1900s (Birket-Snith 1929; Public Archives

of Canad.a, Donald B. Marsh Collection, +1978-39).

The same photograph sources record an addit,ional parka

style popular in Eskimo Point in the early 1900s. The body of

the parka y¡as sinilar to the traditional design only it was

shorter and without side slits. It was photographed

constructed only of fabric (fig. 9).

The .main difference between the traditional and new

parkas was the hood design. The same material making up the

back of the parka formed the entire hood. A straight seam

the length of the hood gave it a sharply pointed shape (fig.
10).

Regional variations in clothing has always been of

interest to Inuit seamstresses. Adopting a design feature

fron a distant region into oners amautik or parka was a sign

of prestige, indicating one was well travelled (Driscoll 1980,

65). This interest remains and may contribute to what

Driscoll calls a ncasual mix- match attitude" towards dres-
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sing today (1981r 150). The rnixing of traditional design

features characteristic of different cultural groups with to-
dayrs designs has become popular.

Paallirniut clotbing also consisted of leggings, boots,

sÈockings, slippers and nitts. Descriptions of these cloth-
ing elements go beyond the scope of this study.

2.4.4 Ornamentation

Before contact with non-Inuit, traditional parka and

amautik decoration consisted of manipulation of natural re

sources and was usually found on the femalers garments. The

most popular technique of decoration was the insertion of
strips of white fur ("pukiq") into the ouLer layer of the

garment. Strips were arranged along openings in the garment

or along structural seam lines. Arrangements of the strips in
patterns signified the individualrs mernbership in one of the

five societies (Marsh 1947, 102).

Amulets attached to the parka or amautik inner layer
vJere another common form of early ornamental and spiritual
decoration. ft was believed they transferred to the wearer

specific attitudes that were helpful in fulfilling the indi-
vidualrs responsibilities to the community, providing pro-

tection and enhancing certain skil1s (Rasmussen 1930, 58,

62 r92) .

By the twentieth century¡ the influx of non-Inuit trade
goods replaced anulets as decoration on anautik and parka

inner layers. Coins, lead shot, spoons and metal from

tobacco and tea containers tJere used as decoration (Driscoll
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1981 156 i Eber 1973, 19). The decrease in use of amulets

and t,he increase in desire for the trade iterns led to the loss

of the decorated inner layerrs association with magical pov¡er

and it became merely ornamental (Driscoll 1981, 156).

Popular trade itens in the Arctic vrere the glass and

porcelain beads (Driscoll 1981, 158). Red, white and blue seed,

pony and bugle beads y¡ere introduced to the Eskimo Point area

in the late 1700s (Hudsonts Bay Archives, Sloop Journal 842a,

826a, B39a). Their use developed into an elaborate art form.

!{ithin the confines of regional styles, the bead

decoration reflected the seamstressrs individual tast,es.

Elaborate symbolsr and geometric patterns were conmon beadwork

designs in the Eskimo Point area (titarsh 1976; Driscoll 1981,

162). Beads were sewn onto wool stroud for easy removal from

the garment. On the amautik inner layer the beadwork was

placed in the same pattern as the white strips of fur on the

outer layeri on the wrists, hemr chest and hood opening (fig.
11) .

Although generally applied to the amautik inner layer,
examples of beading on the parka inner layer have been docu-

mented (l¡Iarsh 1976; lluseum of tlIan & Nature, Donald B. Iriarsh

Collection, H2l..29lt A & E, Hz]-. 377, A). Beadwork was found

on the parkars chest, back and hood peak and brim. Beadwork

decorating the chest and back was exclusive to the Paallirmiut
and was rare (Birket-Smith 1929 | 258) (fig. ]2) .

Use of decorative strips of cloth and tape on parkas

and amautiit have been documented (Birket-Smith L929i l4useum
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Parka Front

Fig. 12

Beaded Paallirmiut
Parka

Parka Back
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of Man and Nature, Donald B. Marsh collection, H521. 155).
rwill tape and sÈrips of plain and printed material was wrap-

ped around the skinrs raw edges and served two purposest to
prevent curring of the edgesr and to decorate the garment.

The fabric varied in colour and width. Beadwork was placed

on the top of the tape or material.
The fur trim used around t,he hood opening of the pointed

hood design nay have been used either as decoration or pro-
tection from the climate.

rn conclusion, traditional paallirniut crothing forms

and construction techniques were consistent with neighbouring

Caribou Inuit societies. But variations in cut and decorative
detailing of specific design features, such as the hood, helped

differentiate then from other societies. As the paalrirniut
make up the rnajority of Eskimo pointrs population, only the
Paallirmiut hood design and ornarnentat,ion system were

reviewed.
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A research nethodology was developed to analyze all
handmade fabric hoods currently worn in Eskimo point.

Chapter 3

3.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The following objectives were used to facilitate this
study. They werei

1. to document each hoodts shape, its method of attachment to
jacket' fabric selection, type of decoration and placement,

function and region of origin.
2. to provide a data base to determine if hood designs

historically associated with designs fron other Arctic
regions are currently being lvorn in Eskimo point.

3. to provide explanations for these varieties of designs.

Methodology

3.2 RESEARCH POSTULATES

Several postulates were developed for this study.

They were:

1) Traditionar Paallirmiut parka and anautik hood designs

are still worn in Eskimo point.

2) Traditional Paallirrniut hood designs constructed of fab-
ric exhibit vestiges of traditionar skin hood designs.

3) Eood designs other than traditional paarrirmiut designs

nay be found in Eskimo point.

4) The introduction and adoption of new hood designs to
Eskimo Point are a result of social and physical changes
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to the Canadian Arctic.

3.3 RESEARCE DESIGN

rn order to colrect data to determine the validity of
these postulates, two research procedures were used: l,luseum,

archivar and literature research; and field research which

included participation/observat,ion, visual and verbal docu-

rnentation.

3.4 Library, Museum, Archival Research

Libraries, museums, archives and private collections
believed to contain information on paallirmiut clothing were

contacted. They included:

tibraries
Dafoe Library, university of Manitoba, I{innipeg, Ivtanitoba.

-including University of Manitoba Inter-Library
Loan Services.

Hudson Bay House Library and photograph Collection,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Inuit Cultural Institute, Eskimo point¡ NIVT.

Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature Library, Ïüinnipeg,

Ir[anitoba.

Science Library, University of Manitoba, VÍinnipeg,

Manitoba.

Winnipeg Art GaLlery Librâry, !Íinnipeg, Irlanitoba.

Museums

Ìlanitoba Museum of llan and Nature, lilinnipeg, Manitoba.
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lluseum of Civilizationr Ottawa, Ontario.

McCord Museum of Canadian History, Montreal, Quebec.

Private Collection, Jill Oakes¡ Ifinnipeg, Manitoba.

Archives

Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.

Hudson Bay Archives, I{innipeg, Ivlanitoba.

HamLet Council Office, Eskino Point, NlÍT.

Data gathered fron these resources provided the re-

searcher with the following:
1. a working knowledge and understanding of Paallirmiut

history and culture.
2. general information on skin and fabric designs and pro-

duction procedures that might be found in Eskimo Point.

3. information wit.h which to develop a data sheet for field
research.

3.5 FIELD RESEARCH

Field research was accepted as the most appropriate

method for this study. This method provided indepth, and

unique information on contemporary cloth hoods in an Arctic
settlement, Eskimo Point¡ NWT. Research lasted seven weeks,

from April 15 to June I, 1988.

Eskimo Point is located on the west coast of the Hudson

Bay. Culturally, it is unique as its population of

approximately 1r300 is made up primarily of Paallirmiut.
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3.5.1 Sample

Prior to the researcherrs arrival, contact with several
conmunity members was made. They yrere the community mayor,

Mr. 1,1. Kalluak and the rnuit Ifomenrs Association Executive

Director, I{s. J. Mackintosh. A list of resident seamstresses

was obtained to establish initiar contact and facilitate
introduction into the cornmunity.

upon arrival to Eskimo pointr the Hanlet, office and the
rnuit cultural rnst,itute supplied an additional list of con-

tacts and introduced the researcher to the communityts

representatives .

Twenty-two of the women contacted agreed to be inter-
viewed. The sample included women from the lists provided by

the Hanlet., as well as women met informally at social events

who were interested in contributing to the research. The

women varied in social background, sewing skills and age

(20-55).

Additional information was provided infornally by family
members and friends wanting to participate in the study.

3.5.2 Data Collection

Data on hoods were obtained through three main

sources. The first source nere resident seamstresses, from

whon the researcher learned hood construction techniques, and

fabric usage. This active involvement helped the researcher

determine if information from conversations was accurate and

gain an ín depth understanding and appreciation of fabric hood

construction and decoration techniques.
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observation and documentation of privately owned garments.

The researcherrs presence in the community and close contact

with itrs residents facilitated data collection. The

researcher was provided with a valuable opportunity to observe

first hand current fabric hood styles and ornamentation

systens worn in Eskimo point.

The last source sras the conversations with seamstresses

or residents who supplied data oni construction and decora-

tion details; oral histories on personally owned garments;

and finally influencing factors on the variety of hood styles
worn in Eskimo Point.

Discussions $¡ere held at the womenrs convenience, at
their homes, during sewing sessionsr ât social eventsr or on

fishing trips. A list of topic areas relevant to the study

was prepared before each visit to ensure there was

consistency in material covered with each informant. The

flexibility of this method allowed the researcher to direct
the conversation to pertinent areas and put the seamstresses

at ease. This resulted in detaired data collection. see

Appendix 2.

3.5.3 Data Recording

Visual data on aspects of hood construction and

decorative detailing were recorded through detailed data

collection sheets. see Appendixes 3 and 4. stages of development

of hoods were documented through detailed sketches and photo-
graphs.
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Data from verbal sources were recorded in note form

during the meetings and written up in detail irunediately

following. rncluded in these write ups were the researcherrs

interpretations and impressions of data. Files containing

information supplied by each seamstress l¡ere conpiled.

3.6 DATA SHEET DEVELOPIqENT

Two data sheets $¡ere developed to document visual
characteristics of male and female hoods identified during

field research. See Appendixes 3 and 4. Units of analysis
v¡ere isolated for each hood which would provide a

comprehensive description of the hoodts appearance. These

units were based on written and photographic documentation on

skin and fabric clothing of the paallirniut (Boas 190I;

Birket-smith 1929; tvlarsh 1947; Hatt 1969; Marsh lg76; Driscoll
1981; Ewing 1986; Oakes 1988). Verification of the units,
accuracy of description came from examination of several skin
garments and one fabric garment from the Þluseum of
civilization and the Museum of Man and Nature, and from three

fabric amautiit in Ji11 Oakes I private collection.
Based on these observationsr three hood designs thought

to be conmon in Eskimo Point y¡ere identified. Two dat,a sheets

were developed for these designs, one for the traditional and

peaked parka hoods, and one for the traditional amaut,ik hood.

Examples of these designs are in figure 13. Four types of
decorative material used on hoods were identified. They y¡erei

beads, seed and pony; wool stroud; tapes, twill and bias; and

fur. Under each unit of analysis a space labelled "other'
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Paallirmiut AmauÈik
Eood (front)

PaallirmÍut Parka Hood (side)

Peaked Parka Hood
(side)

Fig. 13

Hood Styles Common
in Eskimo Point
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i{as designated to accomodate possíble alternatives.
Data from these sheets was analyzed for qualitative

and quantitative information. Qualitative data identified
design, colour, fabric, and shape of hood. Quantitative data

included the frequency of usage of naterialr colour,

decoration, and design of hood.

The inner and outer layers of the anautiit and parkas

vJere each documented separately.

3.7

Selected copies of photographs of members of the con-

rnunity and their garments were sent to informants in appre-

ciation of their contributions. A copy of the summary of

final results translated into Inuttitut will be presented to
the Inuit Cultural Institute in Eskimo Point for the

communityIs use.

Remuneration
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At Eskimo Point, analysis of handmade fabric hoods was

conducted through sketches, photographs, data coLlection

sheets and conversations with residents. Twenty-two seam-

stresses granted interviews with.the researcher.

Hoods worn or sewn by residents were documented. There

vJere 104 hoods studied; plain or ornamented, male, female and

childrs. Each layer of the hood was documented separately.

The number of samples obtained do not represent the

frequency of a hood design in the community. The numbers

obtained r{ere determined by the garment ownerrs willingness
to speak with the researcher, as well as the availability of

the hood design in the community. fn several cases, the re-
searcher actively sought out design samples to documentr âs

they were not observed being tJorn in the community. fn other

cases, the designs were easily observed. Judgements estimat-

ing the popularity of a design were based on the researcherrs

observations of frequency of design $¡orn in the community and

residentrs comments.

Despite the wide availabirity of mass produced crothing

in Eskimo Point, most hooded outer garments worn in the com-

munity were handmade. Garments constructed by hand were

considered warmer, better made and better suited to the

Inuitrs needs, than store bought garments (Eetak personal

communication 1987). All hooded outer garments observed in
in the settlement were constructed of fabric, as skin clothing
was considered too warm for the spring weather. All samples
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but tv¡o had been constructed within the last two years and

represented a current cross-section of available designs in
Eskimo Point.

4.1 EOOD DESIGN

Seven hood designs were observed including; four
amautik hoods (types A-D) r and three parka hoods (types E-F).
sixtytwo amautik hoods consisting of 28 inner layers and 34

out,er layers were documented. Forty-two parka hoods consist
ing of 16 inner layers and 26 outer rayers y¡ere documented.

See table 1.

Number of Hood Desiqns Used ÞJ- 22
Seamstresses in Eskimo point

HOOD STYLE

Amautik

Table 1.

A

B

c

D

Inner

LAYER

Total

I

I
10

9

Parka

E

F

G

Outer

28

10

3

11

10

Total

TOTAL

2

6

I

18

4

2l

19

34

16

6

7

13

62

53

26

8

13

2T
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The firsL amautÍk hood desÍgn (type A) tüas very long

and wide in shape, covering the womanrs back and buttocks

fig. 14). A center front seam connected the hoodts two front
pieces and side seams connected a large oval piece that made

up the hoodts back. A neck seam lying below the collarbone,

attached the hood to the garmentls body. Fullness was added

to the hoodrs front along the side seam and neck seam. The

opening was slightly curved and narrow, beginning at center

front and extending approximately 50 cm into the hood. on two

of the 18 samples documented, a smal_l gusseet was found along

the bottom of the hood's opening. Hood type A was attached

to a traditionally designed amautik. See figure 14. Eighteen

samples were documented despite limited numbers observed in
the corununity. Ten outer layers and I inner layers were

documented.

A second amautik hood design (type g) rúas a variation
of type A. The shape was similar except for several design

details. The fullness at the top of the hood was removed and

replaced with a triangular insert at center front. A small

dart at center back near the top, created a small peaked

effect on the back of the hood not found on type A. A

straighter and shorter opening beginning 6 cm on each side of
center front formed a hood opening distinctive to hood type B

(fig. 15). Hood type B was attached to a traditionally
designed amautik with a simple neck seam. See figure 15.

Hood type B was not observed being worn in the community.

The 4 samples documented were located stored in the seam-
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[.i
Hood Front Hood Back

Àmautik Back

Fig. 14

Hood Type A
and AtÈached Jacket
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Hood Front Eood Back

Amautik Front

Fig. 15

Hood Type B
and Attached Jacket
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stressesr homes.

Twenty-one samples of hood type Cr the third style of

amautik hood, rrere documented. The hood was round and cape

like, covering the t¡omanrs back to her waist. The back of the

hood and pouch were one pattern piece forming a secure attach

ment of hood to garment body. A.side seam connected the

hoodrs back to a band of uraterial that cornpleted the hoodrs

shape. A small dart at center front helped shape this band

around the head when pulled up. A triangular insert at the

hoodrs top created a defined peak. The opening $Ias very wide

and circular, falling off the womanrs shoulderrs (fig. 16 &

17). Hood type C was attached to a jacket with a shaped or

evenly hemned skirt. See figure 17. The design was

frequently observed in Eskimo Point and 2I samples were

easily documented; 10 inner and 11 outer layers.

The last anautik hood observed (type D) was round and

wide like a pouchr covering the womants back to her waist

(f ig. 18).

all one pattern piece. The material making up the hood was

gathered into a band around the opening. If a larger hood

v¡as desiredr two triangular panels could be added at the

opening. Two side darts created the pouch-like shape. The

opening was similar to type C¡ with a wide circular shape.

Hood type D was attached to a jacket with a shaped hen

(fig. l-6). Hood type D was observed as frequently in the

connunity as hood type C. Nineteen samples hrere docunented;

9 inner layers and 10 outer layers.

The hood, pouch and tail of the garnent were
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Eood Front Eood Back

Fig. 16

Hood Type
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I

t1

Front

a)

Back

evenly hemmed skirt
Side

Front

Fig. 17

Jackets Attached to Hood type
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Hood Front Hood Back

\

ù

Hood Type D

Fig.

and

Side

18

Attached Jacket
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Three parka hood designs v¡ere observed in Eskimo point.

Type E' the first parka hoodr wâs documented I tines. rt was

round and semi-fitted to the head. The hoodrs sides sloped

from the crown towards midshoulder (fig. 19). The back of
the hood and parka were one pattern piece. A side seam

attached the rest of the hood to the back. several darts at
the hoodts brim created a round form fitting hood. A small

dart at the hoodts top formed a small peak. Added fullness
at the top of the hood was docunenÈed on aLl hoods of this
tyPe. Added fullness along the front neck seam tvas documented

on two samples. The opening was slightly curved and crosely
encircled the face. Ilood type E was attached to a tradition
ally designed parka body. see figure 19. This design was not

frequently observed in the community. Of the I samples

documented, 2 samples consisting of 2 layers were seen being

worn in the corununity and an additional 3 outer layers were

found stored in homes.

The second parka hood (type F) was sirnilar to type E

but with a sharp peak instead of a rounded peak and with a

less fitted crown (fig. 20). The material making up the

back of the parka also formed the entire hood. A straight
seam on the top of the hood created a sharp peak and

eliminated any fitting. The hood was attached to the garment

using a sinpre neck seam or a rnethod similar to that used on

hood type G. There was not a significant relationship in
frequency between attachment method used¡ garment attached to,
who used the garment, or garment purpose. Eood type F was
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Hood (side)

I

(

Eood (back)

Parka Front

Fig. 19

Hood Type E and Attached Jacket

Parka Back
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Eood (front) Eood (side)

Hood (back)

Fig. 20

Eood Type F
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ú

a) short pullover
j acket

b) contemporary zip
pered jacket

c) jacket with short scalloped skirt

Fig.

Jackets Attached to
2l
Hood
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attached to a short pullover parka (fig. 2Ia) and a
contemporary zippered parka (fig. 2Ib). Hood type F could be

observed in the community but not as frequentry as hood

type G. Thirteen sanples were documented; 6 inner and 7

outer layers.

The last parka hood style documented (type G) vras

shaped to the head with two curved seams from the brin to the
back of the neck (fig. 22). A fu1l neck seam attached the
hood to the garment. A short curved opening fit snuggly

around the face. Hood type G was attached to a short
pullover parka (fig. Z]a), a contemporary zippered parka

(fig. 27b) | and a jacket with a short scalloped skirt (fig.
2r.c). The majority of residents wearing parkas chose hood

type G. Twenty-one samples hrere documented; 7 inner and 11

outer layers.

4.2 HOOD IDENTTFICATION

The origins of the hood designs were identified based on

conversations with Eskino point residents and confirmed
through written and photographic documentation. The region
of origin refers to the area from which the hood was

brought to Eskimo point. rt does not necessarily refer to
t,he area in which the hood was first, developed.

tunautik hoods A and B were identified as traditional
caribou rnuit designs. Type A was a paallirniut designr and

type B was an Ahaiarmiut design. Both were worn by women or
young girls caring for a child. see table 2. Hoods A and B

Irere more cornmonly constructed of skin than fabric. skin
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Hood (front)

Hood (front)

Eood (back)

Hood (Back)

Hood (side)

Fig. 22

Hood Type G
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amautiit were used for trips into the interior or for special

occasions.

Amautik hoods C and D were designs conmon to the

Igloolik Inuit of Baffin fsland, and Southanpton Island.
Hood C was introduced to Eskimo Point in the early 1970s and

hood D was first observed in the community in the late 1960s.

Both hood types were worn by wouren or young girls when caring
for a child.

Hood type E was a traditional mal_e paalirmiut design.

Like hoods A and B, hood type E v¡as frequently constructed of
skin rather than fabric. The hood $¡as worn by nen, over skin
parkas when hunt.ingr or young boys over a fabric inner 1ayer

when hunting or playing in the community. See table 2.

HOOD STYLE

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

Number of Hood Desiqns Used Ey Sample
Accordinq to Sex & Aqe

Table 2

MEN

4

4

4

!{OMEN

16

4

T7

t7

6

2

BOYS

4

3

3

GIRLS

2

4

2

TOTAL

18

4

2T

19

I
13

2l
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Hood type F was first documented in the Eskino Point area

in the early 1900s. A consensus by residents concerning its
origins was not obtained. Several residents suggested it
originated in Eskimo Pointr while others thought it came fron
northern or western Arctic regionsr and some thought ít was

of southern regions. All 22 informants said it was not a

traditional design but more recent in its origins. Eood type

F was worn by nen, women and boys for a variety of activities.
lilhen worn by men or boys, it was attached to either a short
contemporary jacketr oE to a contemporary zippered parka and

was used for hunting as well as activities in Èhe community.

women v¡ore the hood with a contemporary zippered parka when

not caring for a child.
Eood type G was described as a contemporary design and

was introduced to Eskimo Point in the rnid to late 1970s. The

design came to Eskimo Point from the füestern Arctic, where

the hood and several types of jackets y¡ere constructed and

sold to tourists in the north, and retailers in the south.

The design itself was originally developed in the south.

Hood type G was worn by both sexes and aII ages. ft vras very
popular with the young girls who wore it attached to a jacket

with a short scalloped skirt. The men and boys hrore the hood

with a short contemporary parka. A1I ages and both sexes

Irore the hood with a contemporary zippered parka. Regardless

of the jacket design, hood type G was worn hunting as well
as in the community.
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4.3

Hoods observed in Eskimo Point served two functions;
instrumental and expressive.

Both amautik and parka hoods were vrorn to protect the

individual from the harsh Arctic climate. Seasonal

alterations to its design facilitated this function. During

cold winters the hood was joined under the chin to close the

opening and protect the neck. The arnautik hoods were also

used to carry baby products. Diapers, bottles and pins were

frequently deposited in the hood.

The hood also indicated the garmentrs function. The

expressive function of the hood changed with the individual
who wore it and the garment to which it was attached. For

these reasons the hoodrs expressive functions was harder to
identify.

All females wore an amautik with either hood A, B, C

or D if they were caring for a chiId. A new amautik was con-

structed to carry a nevJ child and was loaned to temporary

care-givers if necessary. As a distinguishing characteristic
of t,he amautik and an integral part of the garment, the hood

helped indicate the womanrs maternal roLe in rnuit society.
The hood design selected by the vroman also reflected her in-
dividual taste in fashion. Each woman resident had her

own view as to what was the most poputar design at that time.

The womanrs selection may also have expressed her cultural
affiliations. This was especially true with the elder

seamstresses. One y¡oman in Eskimo Point wore only hood type A

EOOD FUNCTION
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as she was a member of the paallirmiut society. This erâs¡

however, not a strong motivational factor in selection of
hood style. only 10 such cases out of 103 were documented.

The parka hoods served several expressive functions.
Eood type E was worn by males only when hunting, and its
easily identifiable peak symbolized the malers role of hunter
one resident quoted an old rnuit story that explained the
longer the peak, the better the hunter (L. penike pers. corür.

1987). Hood type E was also v¡orn by young boys in
anticipation of their future roles as hunters. Eood type F

with its sharper peak was worn by some males when hunting and

to many residents it too refrected the role of hunter. Hood

type F was also worn for a variety of activities by both

sexes.

Hood type Grs expressive function varied with the
oyrnerrs preference. This hoodr when attached to a jacket
with a short scalloped skirt, symborized Èhe individualrs
social affiliation. The hood and jacket combination became

very popular with the young girls of Eskimo point.

4.4 HOOD MATERIÀLS

rn 1987 the residents of Eskimo point rúere able to
choose their construction and decorative materials from a
variety of sources. The most conmon included; the Eudsonrs

Bay CompêDy, the Craft Shop, the Co-Op, various mail order
catalogues (for example, Mcphee litorkshop in winnipeg) r and

other retail outlets in lilinnipegr and churchill. These

sources provided numerous materials such as duffel and
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stroud, beads and tapesr needles, thread and sewing machines.

The variety of prices of goods between outlets in Eskimo

Point varied within several dolLars of each other. A wide

variety of fabricsr decorative materials and their colours

v¡as available. During t.he spring of 1987r the Craft Store

offered a large selection of sewing materials. The Eudsonts

Bay offered one type and one colour of fabric, a large

selection of broadcloth and decorative materials. The Co-Op

only offered several types of broadcloth and limited
decorative materials.

The range of goods available in the community determined

the naterial and col-our of garments observed. Sources

outside of Eskimo Point offered seamstresses an opportunity

to find unique fabrics and colours.

The preference of material for their garments varied,
depending on the time of year, garment layer¡ garment func-
tion and the seamstressrs personal taste.

In amautik hood and garment construction, duffel was most

popular for the outer layer and duffel and pile for the inner

Iayer. Other fabrics used were a nylon thermal coated

material called "Arctic Armour", and a nylon twill for the

outer layerr and a quilted cotton fabric or an acrylic/
blanket material for the inner layer. See table 3 and 4.

fn the fall and winter, drill y¡as worn as an outer

layer in 30 of 34 cases. Eood type C was observed in a

nylon twi1l and Arctic Armour material. Either duffel or

pile $¡as worn underneat,h. In all 9 samples of hood type A

and B, duffel was used. In 13 out of 19 samples of hood
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Hood Style

Type of Fabrics Documented in Garmentrs
Outer taver

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

Dr i11

Table 3

10

3

7

10

5

4

10

Poly/cot.

Total

3

Arctic

I

1

49

Canvas

Hood Style

Table 4

Tvpes of Fabric Documented in Garmentrs
Inner Layer

I
3

2

3

TotaI

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

10

3

11

10

6

7

13

60

DuffeI

2

8

I
2

1

I

Pile

6

Total

Quilt.

7

6

2

5

7

1

13

Blanket

2

I

27

Total

I

I
10

9

2

6

I

72

1 3 44



type C and D, pile was used. pile $ras more popular than

duffel because it was light weightr less expensive, less
cumbersome, easier to sew and softer against the babyrs body.

See table 4.

Eood type A and attached garment of duffelr rnây have

been e¡orn without a shell for speciat occasions such as

religious or community holidays. These garments were beaded.

Only one beaded duffel was seen while in Eskino point.

fn spring and summer the same combinations or dril1 by

itself were hrorn. One seamstress suggested light weight

broadcloth may be worn alone or with an inner layer ín the

summer (P. Owlijoot pers. comm. 1987).

Eight colours for the amautik outer layer v¡ere observed

The order of usage was white, followed by shades of
blue, and then maroonr greyr brown, pink, black and lime
green. These colours often appeared faded. Frequent wash-

ings due to t.he garmentrs function (child care) produced this
effect. The beaded duffeL was observed in cream. Colours

used were limited by selection offered at the retail outlets
in the community. Different and bright colours were sought

by seamstresses as a means of expressing t,heir individual
sense of fashion. The black and lime green arnautiit
documented are examples of this attitude.

fnner layers of pile were observed in equal amounts of
whíte and pink, and one sanple of brue. The 9 samples of duf-
fel were all cream coloured.

fn parka hood and body construction materials dri1l and
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canvas were most popular for the outer layer, and for the

inner layer orLon pile was favoured. other fabrics used were

Arctic Armour for the outer layer, and duffel and acryLíc/
wool blanket for the inner layer. See table 3 and 4.

Of the 6 sarnples documented of hood type E, 5 were

constructed of driII. only 2 had inner rayers, both consist
ing of pire. The remaining 4 were v¡orn over skin parkas to
ob tain maximum warmth during hunting in fal1 or winter.

The 7 samples of hood type F were constructed of
either canvas or drill. Each vras worn with a fabric inner

layer (6 pile and 1 duffel) but if used for hunting a skin
layer could be substituted.

Hood type G was most commonly constructed of dri1l.
Arctic Armour or canvas were also observed. rn all but one

sample, pile was used for the inner layer.
Like the amautik, the inner layer could be removed

during the summer and the outer layer s¡orn alone. store
bought parkas became popular in the sunmer as the need for
warmth was reduced.

Only two colours were observed for the parkars outer

1ayer. several shades of blue were t,he most popular followed
by white. Five colours were observed for the inner layers.
fn order of usage they were creamr b1ack, bluer white and

multicoloured.

4.5

Despite differences in hood shape and origins, there
yrere nany similarities in the developnent of the hood and
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attached garment, from pattern development to construction
techniques used.

The first major similarity was that the reseacher observed

only women constructed garments in Eskimo Point. Seamstresses

who sewed skins could sew with fabric, but the inverse was

not always true. A greater skill was needed to work with
skins.

Elder seamstresses were sought by women wishing to con-

struct a traditional garment. Great importance was placed on

obtaining traditionally correct patterns. An unskilled seam-

stress or a seamstress from another cultural group felt
incompetent cutting out patterns unfamiliar to them.

With assistance from skilled seamstresses, old garments

were disassembred and used as patterns directry or transfer-
red to paper. Alsor gârn€Dts were folded to isolate one

garment piece and a new pattern v¡as cut out around it. rn all
106 samples documented, the patterns were derived from fabric
garments. Patterns of skin garments e¡ere not observed being

used to develope fabric garments.

Ifhen constructing nontraditional hoods, skilled seam-

stresses cut pattern pieces straight from the fabric after
carefully observing the desired hood style. tess skilled
seamstresses, used more experienced seamstresses, and old
pattern pieces for assistance.

Cutting out, of pattern pieces varied with individuals
and not the hood type. Some seamstresses consciously took

advantage of the strength in the warp direction and laid
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out and cut their patterns accordingly. Others took

advant.age of the material available and cut their patterns
accordingly. All women interviewed used t,he foldline to
eriminate unecessary cutting. pinsr tailorrs chark and soap

were used to facilitate cutting and fitting. Approxirnately

one centimeter was left around the pattern piece as seam

allowance. An additionar allowance was made or deleted to
accomodate different sizes. None of the seamstresses inter-
viewed pre-washed the fabrics before construction.

The order of assembling pattern pieces varied with the

individual, and not the type of hood. Àn experienced seam-

stress constructed a garment using her conmon sense and

ski11s. A less experienced seamstress y¡as assisted by verbal
instructions from elders familiar with the techniques. Many

v¡omen used a combination of the two techniques.

All hoods documented were rnachine constructed using a
straight stitch of medium length. All seams v¡ere topstit,ched

for reinforcement and decoration. Decorative details were

always applied last.
On all but 2 of the 60 parkas and amautik inner layers,

the seam allowance faced outward and the smooth garment sur-
face was ylorn against the body. This produced a more

comfortable garment for the wearer and a more attractive
appearance when the inside of the hood was visible when pulled
up over the head.

Tine necessary to construct hood and garment varied fron
several hours to several days¡ depending on the skill of the
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seamstress, the degree of need for the garment, and the
type of garment

Acquiring sewing skills did not ensure a woman would

construct her own or her farnilyts crothing. Lack of money,

time, confidencer and availabirity of a sewing machine rüere

reasons cited by resident women for not constructing their own

clothing. Several residents said they obtained their garments

by purchasing them from resident or foreign seamstresses, by

receiving them as gifts and by borrowing a garment when needed.

4.6 HOOD DECORATION

several factors influenced the Lype and amount of deco

ration found on hoods. These factors were; preference of
searnstress, purpose of garment, style of hood, and rayer of
garment. Three types of decoration were categorizedì bead-

workr combination of tape and fabric, and miscerlaneous

materials.

4.6.1 Beadwork

Beaded fabric anautiit were not frequently observed in
the cornmunity- only 4 sanples vrere observed during the
researcherrs two ¡nonth stay. This was due to the high price
of material, the anount of work required for construction,
and the lack of interest, patience and knowledge of
techniques. Beaded garments were saved for special occasions,

were given as special gifts and were treasured by the owner.

Beadwork was found only on hood type A and B, the

Paall-irmiut and Aharmiut designs. A 7 cn wide band of bead-

work was placed around the face openingr and extended up the
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center front seam for approximately 14 cm. A 12 cm wide oval

band was placed on the hood front, encircling the opening,

and was edged with a 10 cm long fringe. See figure 23.

Beadwork was found on one skin anautik, but was found

more commonly on duffel or dril1 amautiit. Three drill and

one duffel beaded anautik were documented in Eskimo point.

Pony and bugle beads and the more conmon seed beads were

used. Two amautiks documented used bugle and pony beads.

All colours and colour combinations v¡ere used in the designs.

Various shades of red, pink, greenr bluer black, yellow and

white were documented. Translucent and opaque beads y¡ere

used. Choice of colour depended on personal tastesr êDd

selection available at the Hudsonrs Bay. Thread used for
beadwork varied with individuals, but the strong cot,ton

wrapped polyester by Korban was a conmon choice. Two seam-

stresses out of three doing beadwork used this type.

Beads were sewn to a wool stroud or felt backing and then

attached to an amautik. stroud was used in two out of three

samples documented as it was thought to be stronger than

other fabrics. Before beading, the stroudts edges were

frequently outlined with zígzag stitching or bias tape to
prevent fraying.

Designs were first outlined with pênr freehand or trac-
ing a cutout. Using a beading needle a double strand of
thread was pushed from the back of the stroud int,o this
design line. The thread was then beaded and every 2-3 beads

were couched along the design line. Consecutive rows
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Back

Fig. 23

Beaded Paallirmiut Amautik & Hood
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were sewn in the same manner to fill in the design. Rows

were placed approximately 1 cm apart so the beads would not

touch each other. Heavy paper could be sewn onbo the back

of the stroud to add support.

All beadwork pieces on the amautik v¡ere edged with
several rows of beads, each 2 or 3 rows a different colour.

Inside the border, designs varied with individual taste.
Inspirations came from old amautiks, seamstressrs

imagination and books on Southern Indian beadwork. Designs

were floraI, animal geornetric or simply rows of beads. Most

designs erere symetrically balanced.

Stroud was attached to the anautik with large basting

or slip stitches using a thick thread. Both edges of the band

along the opening were sewn down, while only the inner edge

of the outer band was stitched down.

Beaded parkas v¡ere not popular in Eskino Point at the

time of research.

4.6.2 Tape and Fabric

Either tape or a combinatíon of tape and fabric were

found around the opening of all hoods documented. The tapes

varied in type and size. There were jumbor medium and small.

rick-rack tapes, plain, extra wide and double-fold bias tapes

and decorative tapes. Cream or light beige were the ¡nost

conmon colours of tape for the inner layerr but a wide

variety of colours was available for the outer layer through

the Hudsonrs Bay and Co-Op stores.

combinations of tape t fabric and garment body were used.
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Forty-four parka and amautik inner layers vrere

documented. Of these, 37 had their edges wrapped with bias

tape to minimize fraying. The remaining sanples had hemned

edges. The bias tape technique hras preferred to henming by

some seamstresses as the duffel or pile became too thick to
work with when folded over on itself (8. Èluckpah pers. coilffi.

1gg7).

On alL of the 34 amautik hood types A, B, and C fabric
and tape were used together on the outer layers. A band of
dri1l or broadcloth approxirnately 7 cm in width encircled the

opening, anchoring the amautikrs raw edges and forming a va-

riety of different shapes. The bandrs raw edges were anchored

to the amautik under the decorat,ive tape or combination of

bias and rick-rack tape.

Combinations of rick-rack and bias tape were used to
decorate the outer layer of hood type D and to cover the seam

attaching the band to the hood. The large bulk around the

hood opening linited the amount and type of decoration used.

Of the 26 parka outer layers documented, over two-thirds

used tape only as decoration. Thirteen samples used bias

tape and 4 samples used decorative tape to decorate the

hood opening. One sample used a combination of both tapes.

Hood type G had 2 samples using rick-rack tape sewn into the 2

seamlines. The remaining sarnples were not decorated.

Decoration was limited on parkas for several reasons.

Hood type E (and occasionally F) was used for huntingr there-
fore limited decoratíon y¡as required. The remaining sanples
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of Eood type F and all samples of hood type G used tape only

because fur was often used as trim to cover the hoodrs

opening.

4.5.3 Miscellaneous Materials

Fur trim along the hoods opening was documented on 19 out

of 106 hood samples. Fur strips ùere stitched to the inner or

outer layer around the opening and turned back on itself.
Fox was the most popular (10/19) followed by wolf (5/L9) and

artificial fur (5/I9). Eood type G was ¡nost commonly

decorated in this vray (9/19) followed by hood type F (5/L9).

Only 2 samples of fur trim were documented on hood type E, and

both of these belonged to young boys. See table 5.

HOOD STYLE

Number of Fur Tvpes Documented
on Hoods Owned by Sample

c

D

E

F

G

Table 5

9ùOtF FOX

The decorative

with women, young

TOTAI,

I

2

2

2

3

ARTIFICTAL

and protective values

girls and boys. This

TOTAL

I

2

2

5

9
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vision therefore $¡as not used on the hunting parkars hood.

Decorative fur trim was less popular on amautik hoods.

Three samples out of 62 were documented; z on hood type D and

I on hood type C. All 3 samples used fox fur. Thro of these

samples were owned by l{hite women, which suggests this form

of decoration hras a concession to southern standards.

Decorative fur trim was not found on hood types A or B as the
opening was too small.

Pins were also used to decorate amautik hood types C

(3/6 samples) and O (3/6 samples). placed at center front,
approximately 5 cm from the opening, the pin secured the

layers together. Pins varied in appearance from large safety
pins t.o novelty pins such as mini seal skin karniks and round

laninated pins advertising popular slogans or the individualrs
name.
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This section will discuss the findings in terms of the

postulates presented in Chapter 3.

5.1 POSTULATE ONE

Traditional Paallirmiut amautik and parka hood designs

are still worn in Eskimo Point. Fabric aurautik and parka hoods

were found to be few in numbers. Approximately 1 in 25 amautik

designs are Paallirmiut and I in 40 parka designs are

Paallirmiut. The designs are considered old fashioned and not

popular with many of the residents. This finding is
unexpected considering the majority of the community

members are Paallirmiut.
hlhen Paallirmiut hood designs are constructed of

caribou skins the frequency greatly increases. All residents

interviewed said they use designs characteristic of the

cultural group they are affiliated with when using skins.

This is true for the Paallirmiut as well as for other Inuit
groups living in Eskimo Point.

5.2 POSTULATE TWO

Traditional Paallirmiut parka and amautik hood designs

constructed of fabric exhibit vestiges of traditional skin

hood designs. ft is beyond the scope of this study to pro-

vide a comprehensive comparative analysis between traditional
skin and fabric designs, but there are several observations

that can be made in terms of shape, design, decoration and
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function.

The amautik and parka fabric hoods are similar in shape

to traditional skin designs. Both amautik hoods are long,
wide and voluminous with a curved narrow hood opening. Both

parka hoods are round with a peak at the back, close fitting
and with a curved opening that encircles the face.

rn design, fabric amautik and parka hoods are similar
to traditional skin hood designs, except for several details.
Looking first at the anautikr the fabric hoodrs back is con-

sistently larger than the traditional hood and the gusset at
the hood opening is not found in the fabric hood. None of
the fabric sanples documented use double hood yokes to at-
tach the hood to the garment.

The fabric parka hood has less gathering along the neck

and crown then found on the skin hoods. The darts on the

fabric hoodrs peak are no longer used.

rn both styles the fabric hood pattern pieces are more

consistent in size. There is also ress patch work on the

fabric hoods.

These differences are due in part to the use of
fabric instead of skins as construction material. Fabric
comes in predetermined and consistent dimensions, therefore
patterns can now be standardized. Fabric hood styles have

also changed as a result of time and fashion. They have

been in fluenced by social and physical changes introduced

to the community.

Applied decoration is similar in placement on fabric
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and traditional skin hood designs, regardless of decoration

material. The beadwork has become less popular due to the

expense of supplies, and lack of tine, energy, knowledge and

patience. Several residents suggest there is a resurgence

in beadwork due to the growing awareness of and desire to
preserve traditional Inuit culture.

The instrumental and expressive functions of the fabric
hood have remained consistent with that, of the traditionaL
skin hood designs. The instrumental function of the parka

and amautik hood is stíIl protect,ion from the Arctic ele-
ments. Although the fabric amautik hoodrs additional
contemporary role of carrier was not documented with the

traditional skin hood, practicality suggests it too, was used

for similar purposes.

The parka hood is used only by men when hunting or by

young boys in anticipation of their hunting responsibilities.
Therefore, the hood is stil1 representative of the male's

role of provider in Inuit society. The amautik is used only

by women caring for children. Thereforer it too remains

indicative of the fenalers role of care-giver in Inuit
society.

Fabric parka and anautik hoods still function as a
means of expressing group affiliations, but for a limited
number of people. OnIy five seamstresses interviewed stated
their cultural affiliations with the paallirmiut as a factor
influencing their choice of hood style. The hood and

garmentts expressive function has expanded and it now also
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reflects the individualrs sense of fashion and personal

taste in clothing.

5.3

Hood styles other than traditional Paallirniut designs

are $rorn in Eskirno Point. The najority of styles observed are

designs hist,orically associated with Eastern Arctic regions

and Southern communities. Five new hood styles have been

identified. They vary in degree of popularity, in region of

origin and in time of introduction to Eskimo point.

Hood type B is an Ahairamiut design. This Caribou

fnuit socieLy inhabited an area inland from Eskimo point

untill approximately 1950. Famine and disease forced an

evacuation of the small- community into Eskimo Point. Hood type

B is very similar in design to the Paallirniut's hood and it
also is unpopular with the residents.

Anautik hood types C and D are the most popular styles
in Eskimo Pointr introduced by immigrants from Eastern Arctic
in the l-ate 1960s and early 1970s. It is impossible to

determine which style is the favoured. Each searnstress holds

different views as to which is easier to construct t ot is more

attractive. Both designs are observed in equal amounts in
the conmunity.

Eood types F and G are contenporary hood designs

popular in Eskimo Point. Eood type F is frequently found

in the community but is not as popular as hood type G.

Although introduced to the area in the early 1900s, it is

POSTT'LATE THREE
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not consídered a traditional design and residents feel it has

become old-fashioned. Hood type G is from the south and is a

favorite with the residents. If an amautik is not yrorn, hood

type G is chosen, and the najority of menrs garments use hood

type Gr including those who use it for hunting.

5.4 POSTUTATE FOUR

Discussions with the residents of the community helped

isolate several social and physical factors influencing the

adoption of hood styles characteristic to different areas of

the Arctic.
fncreased exposure of Eskimo Point residents to

cultures from different Arctic regions infLuenced the

adoption of new designs by residents. Through irnproved com-

munication and transportation systems, nehr ideas and people can

now enter a previously isolated community. Extensive tele-
vision coverage of the Arctic has increased introduction of

new fashion styles and details to Eskimo Point seamstresses.

Frequent air service in and out of Eskimo Point carry

residents to other Arctic regions and visitors to Eskimo

Point. This has resulted in increased opportunities to observe

and copy new designs from other Arctic communities and

introduce them to Eskimo Point.

The increased presence of non-Inuit in Eskimo Point

also increases exposure of residents to new designs. Linda

Peniker ân informant, suggests non-Inuit are more 1ike1y to
adopt new clothing designs than the fnuit as they do not have

traditional cultural costumes to wear. They are will.ing to
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seek out desígns fron different Inuit or non-Inuit

communities which they find attractive and introduce them to

the settlement.

The use of cloth in garrnent construction facilitates
adoption of new designs in Eskino Point. All 22 seamstresses

interviewed say sewing with cloth is easier, less time

consumiing and cheaper than sewing with skins¡ naking it a

popular material with which to work. These factors also permit

seamst,resses to experiment with new designs on the material.

}ühen skins are used, traditional Paallirmiut designs are

always used. The const,ruction techniques for the traditional
designs are more familiar to the seamstresses and the chance

of error wit.h the valuable skins therefore decrease. Vfith

fabric new designs are attempted as construction errors can

more easily be rectified.
Data indicated construction or decorative materials

used in the community are determined by selection available

at Eskimo Point. Access to mail order catalogues and trips
to the south are prized events as they offerred opportunities

to purchase nevr and different materials from those normally

offered in the community.

Of the naterials available in Eskimo Point dri1l is by

far the nost popular choice for anautik and parka outer

layers. ft is inexpensive and provides good protection from

the wind. Canvas is popular with parkas used for hunting as

it is thicker and provides more protection without stiffening
in the cold.
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Pile is the most popular choice for amautik and

parka inner layer as it is less expensive, less cumbersome

and easier with which to work. Skin is used if the parka is
going to be used for huntingr ês it provides naximum warmth.

An exception t,o this finding is observed in hood A, which

uses duffel in all but, two of th: samples documented. One

explanation for this usage might be that the stiffness of

duffel is a desired element in the Paallirmiut amautik. To

be worn properly and to appear at its best the amautik outer

layer needs a thick inner layer to fill out its large shoul-

ders and hood. Pile is too limp for this purpose.

The practicality and comfort of a design helps ensure

its popularity with seamstresses. AIl 22 seamstresses

interviewed say hood types A and B are very uncomfortable

for mother and baby. The hood opening is too sma1l for the

baby to maneouver and the seamline attaching the hood to
jacket pu}ls on the motherrs neck. Carrying a child for
long periods of time in an arnautik with hood type A or B is
difficult. Hood types C and D are considered much more

comfortable as they have wide openings in which the baby rnay

manouver and do not pu1l on the motherrs neck.

Hood type G is very popular in Eskimo point with all
ages and both sexes. Seamstresses prefer it over hood type

F as the rounded curves make construction easier and the

close fit increase its protective qualities.
Adoption of many aspects of non-Inuit culture has changed

the orientation of Inuit lifestyle and the purpose of sewing.
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originally, daily life focused on survival and crothes were

constructed quickly and efficiently for this purpose.

There was no tine for innovaÈive sewing or deviations from

known and proved patterns of construction. Today, Èelevision

indoor heating, sewing machinesr rnêss produced clothing and

other exaurples of non-Inuit material culture no longer make

survival a prime concern. The resulting nevr leisure time has

made sewing a form of relaxation and a channel through which

a woman can exhibit personal tastes and express herself in
nevil ways by experimenting with new clothing designs (E.

tluckpah pers. comrn. 1987).

The desire to be fashionable influences the degree to
which designs becone popular in Eskimo point. Like any

community Eskino Point has fashion innovators and fashion

followers (sproles 1979). rf innovators introduce or adopt a
new nontraditional Paallirmiut design, individuals wanting to
be in style will follow suit. For exampler ê worân of high

standing in Eskimo Point introduced a new hood and body

design upon her arrival to the community in the 1970s. Her

endorsement of the garment and the residentrs desire to
be fashionable ensured this garmentrs popularity in the

community.

ft can be argued that the individualrs identity with
the set,tlement and not with the cultural unit influences the
popularity of new designs in Eskimo Point. The influence of
non-rnuit technology has decreased the sense of solidarity
and affilitaLion to one cultural group. Eskimo pointts large
youth population compounds these feelings. This view is
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supported by the linited number of traditional
Pallirmiut or Ahairamiut fabric hood designs and the large

number of designs historically associated with different
Arctic regions being worn in the community. The observation

that only the elder seamstresses are familiar .with patterns

or uear garnents historically associated with the Paallirmiut
society also supports this theory.

It should be noted there are exceptions to this finding.
Discussions with 12 younger residents, over the age of twenty,

reveal individuals are aware of theír cultural affiliations
and clothíng styles associated with the group. AIso, regard-

less of â9êr only traditional designs are used when garments

are constructed of traditional material; skin t ot when a

garment is constructed for special occasions. The elder

seamstresses I sense of incompetence when constructing

garments not historically associated with their cultural
group also indicates a sense of group affiliation. These

observations suggest there is a growing awareness of

traditional Paalliruriut culture and an increasing desire to
preserve it.
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In conclusion, the clothing styles found in Eskíno

Point reflect the changes affecting this community. social
and physical factors have altered the residentrs environment

resulting in changes to traditionar paalrirmiut clothing and

its frequency of use.

Reduced regional variations in traditional clothing is
the most significant change in Inuit clothing in Eskimo

Point. A decrease in frequency of use and popularity of
t.raditional PaaLlirmiut parkas and amautiit and their hoods

is observed. For the majority of residents these designs

are viewed as old fashioned and have overwherningly been

replaced by hoods and garments historically associated with
different Inuit and non-Inuit communities.

The socíar and physical environmental factors producing

this change arei the increased transportation and

communication of people and ideas across the Arctic, the

desire to be fashionabler the practicality of new designsr

the adoption of a neyr leisure-producing lifestyle, the

utilization of fabric in traditionar designsr êDd the sense

of identity with oners conmunity as opposed to oners cultural
group.

The wide spread use of fabric in alr of the traditional
rnuit garments worn is also of significance. Fabric is now

more co¡nmon and popular in garment construction than the

traditionally used caribou skins, and it is worn all year

Chapter 6 Conclusions
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round. rts light weightr low cost, and ease of nanipulatÍon
compared to skin has made it a favorite construction rnaterial
in Eskimo Point.

The hoodrs role in Inuit society has also changed. It
is still an important design feature in traditional and

contemporary rnuit clothing. selection of hood type still
provides protection from the environmentr êDd indicates the
role the wearer plays in rnuit society. But results show that
the fabric hoodrs expressive role has grown from being a

symbol of group affiliation to being a means of self
expression and indicating oners fashion awareness.

Despite the changes, some aspects of traditional rnuit
clothing have remained constant. Among the traditionarly
designed hoodsr pattern layoutr cut out and construction are

similar. Great care is made to obtain accurately cut pat

terns. llixing and matching of garment bodys, hoods and

decoration options do not occur. These limitations suggest

standards for traditionally designed garments exist whether

they are made of skin or fabric.
The seamstresses of Eskimo point are not adverse to

the changes being introduced and are receptive to the new

styles and construction materials avairable to t,hem. Their
history, as outlined in Chapter two, indicates the

Paallirmuit are a society which has learned to adapt to their
environment in order to survive. The adoption of new cloth-
ing designs and materiars is just one example of how they

have changed aspects of their culture to nake their lifestyle
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more pleasant.

several years. Decentralization of the Northwest Territoryrs
Government and a concentrated effort to entice non-Inuit
developers and tourists into the Arctic ensure the continued

evolution of the community and its culture. Despite st,rong

influences fron the Eastern Arctic and Southern regions on

designs adopted by the Eskimo Point residents today, the

introduction of government representatives from the western

Arctic nay produce changes. A follow up study, in the near

futurer to observe the effects these nelr residents will have

on clothing would provide a more detailed rearization of the

factors influencing the diffusion of regionally specific
design elements.

The factors influencing hood design adoption can be

applied to other design features or the garment body as a
whole. Although the hood is unique in its appearance and

function, it is one feature of the whole garment and is
therefore both are subjected to the same influencing factors.

The same factors can also be applied to other Arctic
settlements and their fashion preferences. Each conmunityrs

location and character will possibly create differences in
the specific styles adopted, but the social and physical

factors identified in this study describe general conditions
across the Arctic, and the results can therefore be

generalized.

Eskino Point will continue to change in the next
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The Inuttitut spellings in this glossary are based on

those used in Driscollrs study (1981r117). Textile terms and

their definitions were taken from the Fairchildrs DicÈionarv

of Textiles. (1970).

AKUQ

AMAUT

APPENDTX 1

Inuit Ter¡ns

AMAUTIK
(AMAUTIIK,

ATIGI

CALICO

CANVAS

DRILL

DUFFEL

TNUTTITUT

KINIQ

MELTON

NASAQ

PARKA

PUKIQ

QUTITTAQ

QUALIPAO

Tail at the back of an amautik. (fig. 4).

Pouch on Femalers jacket at the base of hood, used
to carry a child. (fig. 4).

Female jacket, hood and carrying pouch. (fig. 4).
plural )

Inner layer of fur in a parka or amautik.
faces towards the body.

fnexpensiver brightly printed plain weave of cot-
ton or cotton/polyester blend.

Strong, firm, closely vroven fabric of cotton.

Strongr twill cotton fabric, nedium to heavy
weight.

Heavy, woolen overcoating rnaterial with a thick
nap.

Inuit lanquage.

Tail at front of the amautik. (fig. 4).

Heavily felted woolen material, snooth napped sur-
face.

Hood on parka or amautik. (fig. 415).

Aluetian term for a fur jacket with hood.

lfhite fur from caribou underbelly used for cloth-
ing decoration.

Outer layer of fur in a parka or amautik. Fur
ar{ay from the body.

Outer layer of fabric in an amautik or parka. (^A'.

Fur
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Mamgark )

SA.A Front of parka or amautik. (fig. 4r5).
SILALIKSAQ Inner layer of fabric in a parka or amautik. (4.

l¡langark )

STROUD Dense, thin woolen blanket material used in bead-
work.

TUNU Back of parka or amautik (fig. 4r5).

APPENDIX I (continued)
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BACKGRÜUND

-Cul tural affi I iation?

-Age?

-Address?

-hlho taught you to sew?

-How much do you sew? e.g- alì You

APPENDIX 2

DISCUSSION TOPICS

DESIGN PREFERENCE

-l,lhich designs do you use?

-tlhy do you use them?

-I,lhen were you introduced to the design? l,lho introduced it E when?

-llhere did design originate?

-Pa rents?

-Ërnpl oyernent?

-Do you use this des'ign with skin?

-Do you wear/sew using the Paa.lìirmìut design? If so when do you or fantiiy metn-

ber wear it?

FABRIC PREFERENCE

family's clothes, some,etc

-l.lhìch fabric do you prefer? t,lhY?

-Where and when do You buY it?

-Are there seasonal differences in your fabric preference?

PAITERN LAYOUT

-Do you ìayout your pattern pieces indescriminately, using the foìo' or using
l,UF di rection?

-Do you use a pattern? uhat kind? e.9. fabric garments disassembled, etc-

PAÍÍERN CUlOUT

-ls there an order to how you put the pieces together?

-úo you use aids when cutting out?

CONSTRUCT ION

-tfhich piece ìs constructed first?

-flhat happens at the CF aìong the nec[r sea¡nl ine?

-How ìong do you take to construct a garrtrent?

-tlhere dìd you get your sevrÍng ntachine? t'Jhich stìtches

the
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PARKA

BODY

TYPE,

FUNCTION

}IÁTERIAL

APPENDTX 3

COI¡UR

HOOD

}IAIN SE.d}fS

DATA COLLECTION SHEET

-aÈigi

AITACHHE}¡T

SIÍAPING

-caûvas -drill
-sork

-duffel

-side 

- 

-Ëop

-Ëunu forms baclc of ñbod 

- 

-cunu forms hood

PURPOSE

-or¡ier

-peak dart

DECORATION

HATERIAL

-added fullness-crolrr¡- -oÈher
-necÈ seam

-other

-qullita q

-special

Slide //

-other

-protecÈion

COLOUR

-beads--seed -Èapes-bias

-bri¡u dart--curved hood openfng-

LOCATION

-melton

-fur-rype

-Pony _
-oÈher

CONSTRUCTION

-beads

-oÈne.r

HETHOD

Itrord

STITCH

-hood opening, 

- 

-brÍm

THREAD

SEAHS

-oCñer

-other

-Èvrfl1

-oËher
--r¡idch

-machine

-scraighc -zígzag

-o ther

-Èype

-tops t iËching 

- 

*inside

-ËaPes

-bead backiog-

-other

stroud

-otlìer

ocher 

-

-hand

-peak
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.AHAUTlK

BODY

TTPE

FIJNCTION

HATERIAL

COLOUR

APPENDIX 4

HOOD

MÁ,IN SEÁMS

ATTACHMENT

-aÈigi

-canvas

DATA COLLECTION SIIEET

SH.A,PING

-work

-duffel

-side

-neck seam

PURPOSE

-drilI

-panel additions- shape

-Iong & voluminous

-location

-full-ness added- neck seam

DECORATION

-other

MATERIAL

-quIlitao.

-cenÈer froD.È

-special

S1ide #

-other

-ProÈection

-melton

COLOUR

-double

-top of hood

-oÈher

-beads-seed

-Pony

LOCATION

hood root

-other

CONSTRUCTION

-fur ÈyPe

-beads

-oÈher

I,IETHOD

-other

-cenÈer back

STIlCH

-taPes

THREAD

-hood opening

SEAMS

-tapes-bias -bead backing ___-
-tv¡íll -stroud

-other

-machine

-straight
-tyPe

-oËher

-r¡ídth

-r.opsÈirching

-other
-hood front

-stroud
-other

-other

-other

-zLE-zag

-inside

-center front

-hand
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